










MPC Commissioner Check List for Deciding Approval or Revision of Edith’s Place Subdivision
Agenda Items - 5-SC-16-C and 5-F-16-UR
Prepared by Lynn Redmon - May 10, 2016 - the grades are the opinion of Lynn Redmon

    GRADE ITEM

1. IMAGINATIVE USE OF RP-1 PLANNED RESIDENTIAL ZONING - In this 
subdivision, RP-1 is used to squeeze every square inch of the property for 
cramming the most possible lots into the development. There are no sidewalks, no 
walking trails, no community spaces, no landscaping buffer - no feature that RP-1 
makes possible.

2. Planning for street view of the subdivision - At the intersection of Murray 
and Wilkerson, this site is one of the most visible in the Murray Road corridor. The 
submitted layout shows nothing but the backyards of houses visible from the 
street. What do people put in backyards? They store cars, boats, storage sheds, 
outdoor play equipment and much more. This subdivision needs a landscaping 
buffer - the property is now wooded - leave a 15 foot buffer of the native trees 
next to the streets.

3. Choosing a location with adequate roads - There are 3 ways to access 
this subdivision. A.) Wilkerson Road to Merchants - This narrow road measures 14 
feet wide next to the subdivision. Cars routinely drive through neighbors front 
yards when they meet a school bus or garbage truck. There is no shoulder next to 
the subdivision - the roadway is washing away next to the subdivision. The city 
has dropped plans to re-align the intersection of Wilkerson and Merchants.
B.) Murray Road to Clinton Highway - This intersection - to many people - is life 
threatening when a left turn is attempted onto Clinton Highway.
C.) Murray to Pleasant Ridge Road - Cars must navigate a 90-degree turn in this 
two centuries old farm road. Large trucks typically cannot make this turn and must 
be pulled out of the ditch by wrecker services.
The 280 trips per day generated by this subdivision add to an impossible situation. 
At the very least before approval, time needs to be given the city to purchase 
right-of-way from the developer so Wilkerson can be widened next to the 
subdivision.

4. Setting a standard for future development - Along Murray Road there is 
well over 100 acres of prime undeveloped land. What is permitted in this 
subdivision sets the tone for future development. Owners of the undeveloped land 
want to see the best development possible. This subdivision, as now planned, will 
end up being a place where people live as they scramble to find a better place to 
live. Why not make this a destination and not just a pass-through residence?

5. What can an MPC Commissioner do in this situation? You have wide 
latitude in your vote. In the Use-On-Review you can consider any of the above 
items as well as anything else that you think will make for better development in 
Norwood. And yes, you can turn the present plan down and give the developer 
time to submit a more acceptable plan.
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